One Solution Dispenser Solutions

• Accurate chemical dilution with each use
• Safe packaging increases employee safety
• Concentrated products reduce inventory
• Full line of green certified products
One Solution™ Dilution System

The One Solution™ dilution system increases cleaning efficiency and workplace safety while saving money. Over 2,000 customers agree that State’s premium cleaning and sanitizing products reduce costs with accurately diluted cleaning chemicals.

One Solution Features:
- Concentrated products
- Convenient three-liter containers for easy lifting and storage
- Safe packaging increases employee safety
- Closed-loop system reduces chemical contact
- Full line of green certified products
- Range of dilution rates available for bottle and buckets
- On-site training
- Accurate chemical dilution
- Wall-mounted design maximizes janitorial closet space
- Easy-to-follow labels available in English, Spanish and French

One Solution Kits include: dilution unit and tips, three-liter bottle racks, 6’ water hose, garden hose y-connector, tubing and check valves, product application labels, and system operation instructions.

1-Button system
Dispenses one product
125001

2-Button system
Dispenses two products
125002

3-Button system
Dispenses three products
125003

4+2-Button system
Dispenses up to six products
125004

**Flow Rate:** 1 GPM or 5 GPM

**Dilution range:** Minimum: 1:256
Maximum: 1:10

All One Solution Kits includes One Solution accessories and either a single or multi-bottle rack.
**One Solution™ Wall Mount Foamer**
Large cleaning and sanitation jobs are easy with the One Solution™ Wall Mount Foamer. This highly effective system allows for a wide dilution range to meet your cleaning and sanitation needs. The Wall Mount Foamer is especially useful in meat and dairy processing plants, food production facilities, animal clinics/veterinary hospitals, commercial kitchens and more.

**Product Features:**
- 4.5 GPM (18 LPM) rinse function provides full-flow rinse for quick, effective rinsing
- Effective performance with water up to 160°F (70°C)

**PACKAGING:**
124493 One Solution™ Wall Mount Foamer Equipment Kit

---

**Wall Mount Foamer HD**
Clean and disinfect large areas with ease with a system that delivers effective performance with water up to 160°F (70°C). The Wall Mount Foamer HD is used for large applications such as supermarket butcher departments, bakeries, food preparation areas and more.

**Product Features:**
- 5 GPM (18 LPM) rinse function provides full flow rinse for quick, effective rinsing
- Metal components are resistant to chemical attack and hard water deposits

**PACKAGING:**
126223 One Solution™ Wall Mount Foamer HD Equipment Kit

---

**One Solution™ Sidekick Foamer**
The One Solution™ Sidekick is an innovative foaming, spraying and rinsing system. The Sidekick Foamer utilizes adjustable dilution tips which provide precise dilution rations ranging from 1:7 to 1:256. The Sidekick Foamer is ideal for vehicle and fleet departments, food production operations, schools and universities, healthcare facilities and more.

**Product Features:**
- Easy-to-activate locking button and connection to water source
- Special fitment screws directly onto State’s three-liter bottle

**PACKAGING:**
125319 Equipment Kit: includes foamer, dilution tips, instructions

---

**Simple Button**
The Simple Button is great for accurate, consistent dilution of chemical when a water source is not available. Fill your bottle or bucket with the appropriate amount of water and then use the Simple Button to dispense the accurate dose of product and mix together to create a ready-to-use solution.

**Product Features:**
- No contact with concentrated chemicals provides added safety to workers
- Accurate dilution: can be set to 1 OZ, 3/4 OZ, or 1/2 OZ per stroke
- Low profile and rugged design stands up to hard use and assures long life

**PACKAGING:**
124491 One Solution™ Simple Button Equipment Kit
124492 One Solution™ Simple Button Starter Kit